Mobility Experience Analytics
for Car OEMs
The continuous evolution of cellular networks provides an opportunity for Connected Vehicle teams to embed a host of
advanced features and products inside the car. Ideas becoming reality could include real-time safety alerts showing
up on the dashboard infotainment screen, routine updates to vehicle and apps software being delivered by over-theair (OTA) downloads, or massive amounts of sensor and camera data being streamed to the cloud, to name just a few
examples. In fact, any service that can make use of 5G’s high speed and low latency features becomes a possibility.
However, the quality of the cellular network experienced in a car lags behind the average, since high-speed mobility
still poses more complex technical challenges than a stationary or ambulatory user. Even though it is not the OEM’s
responsibility, it is still perceived as the OEM’s problem. With the rise of shared transportation models, mobility is
expected to become more dominant – with the car in almost constant use, most data communications with the cloud
will need to be made on the move, and this makes it even more important to urgently address the quality challenge.
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Connected Mobility
Continual provides Connected Vehicle manufacturers with a unique toolset for analyzing and improving the
connected journey experience. Using Artificial Intelligence (AI), our advanced Mobility Experience Analytics
continuously build and benchmark experience profiles for connected vehicles, driving- and passenger-subscribers.
Our solution then maps every road and highway with the service demands and the actual experience.The new,
intelligent, Continual insight layer ensures uninterrupted, superior-quality connectivity across all routes – for drivers,
passengers, and in-car systems and services. New navigation options can direct the driver, or self-driving cars, onto
routes that match the communication needs. Transparent switching between mobile operators along the route can
be activated according to quality and predicted experience. And importantly, it provides OEMs with a much better
insight into the communications habits of both drivers and passengers and into their driving patterns.

Benefits
• Superb performance for data-hungry applications and services in the Connected Vehicle
• Uninterrupted data offloading from the Connected Vehicle to the cloud or edge
• Seamless software updates over the air under all mobility conditions
• Driver and passenger experiences enrich existing customer profiles
• Data monetization opportunities from anonymized and aggregated profiles
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